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Introduction

The most widely-used modelling frameworks for the analysis of the dynamics of biological systems
are based on the deterministic continuous approach of ordinary differential equations (ODE). The
reduction of continuous models to discrete automata by a sequence of reductions, approximations,
and abstractions allows formal methods for the automated analysis of temporal properties to be
applied [6, 7, 4]. When dealing with large models from systems biology, standard discrete statespace exploration techniques do not provide acceptable response times for answering user queries
and high-performance parallel algorithms are required. Owing to dynamical dependencies among
state variables, the state-space explosion problem arises during reduction to discrete automata.
In the poster we present a prototype tool BioDiVinE [9] for parallel analysis of biological
models based on mass action kinetics. In particular, the tool adapts the rectangular abstraction
approach of multi-affine ODEs mathematically introduced in [8] and algorithmically tackled in [14,
6]. We contribute to the domain by means of a scalable algorithm. In particular, the contribution
of BioDiVinE is three-fold. First, the tool provides a parallel on-the-fly state space generator for
the rectangular abstraction (RATS). Second, the state space generation algorithm employs several
heuristics [2] for reducing the extent of approximation by guiding the state generator to avoid
spurious simulations. Finally, the embedded enumerative on-the-fly LTL model checker allows
direct application of efficient parallel model checking algorithms to analysis of biological models.
Our experiments [2] show that ODE models involving up-to 20 variables resulting in reachable
state spaces having around 107 states can be sufficiently analysed (with responses in the order of
tens of seconds) on a common cluster. BioDiVinE also provides a graphical module that allows
two-dimensional visualisation of reachable state spaces.
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Related Work

In our previous work [3] we have dealt with parallel model checking analysis of piece-wise affine
ODE models [12]. The method allows fully qualitative analysis, since in the piece-wise affine approximation generating of the state space does not require to numerically enumerate the equations.
Therefore that approach, in contrast to this one, is primarily devoted for models with unknown kinetic parameters. The price for this feature is higher time complexity of the state space generation.
In particular, time appears there more critical than space while causing the parallel algorithms not
to scale well.
In the current version of BioDiVinE all the kinetic parameters are required to be numerically
specified. In such a situation there is an alternative possibility to do LTL model checking directly
on numerical simulations [15, 10]. However, in the case of unknown initial conditions there appears
the need to provide large-scale parameter scans resulting in huge number of simulations. On the
contrary, the analysis conducted with BioDiVinE can be naturally generalised to arbitrary intervals
of initial conditions by means of rectangular abstraction.
?
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Toolset Description

BioDiVinE employs aggregate power of network-interconnected workstations (nodes) to analyse
large-scale state transition systems whose exploration is beyond capabilities of sequential tools.
System properties can be specified either directly in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) or alternatively as processes describing undesired behaviour of systems under consideration (negative claim
automata). From the algorithmic point of view, the tool implements a variety of novel parallel
algorithms [11, 1] for cycle detection (LTL model checking). By these algorithms, the entire state
space is uniformly split into partitions and every partition is distributed to a particular computing
node. Each node is responsible for generating the respective state-space partition on-the-fly while
storing visited states into the local memory.
The state space generator constructs the rectangular abstraction transition system for a given
multi-affine system. The scheme of the tool architecture is provided in Figure 1. Library-level
components are responsible for constructing, managing and distributing the state space. They
form the core of the tool. The tool provides two graphical user interface components SpecAff
— allowing editing of biological models in terms of chemical reactions, and SimAff — allowing
visualisation of the simulation results.
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Fig. 1. BioDiVinE Toolset Architecture

The input (biochemical) model is specified by the following data:
– list of chemical species,
– list of partitioning thresholds given for each species,
– list of chemical reactions.
The biochemical model is then automatically translated into a multi-affine system of ODEs
forming the mathematical model that can be analysed by BioDiVinE algorithms. The mathematical
model consists of the following data:
–
–
–
–
–

list of variables,
list of (multi-affine) ODEs,
list of partitioning thresholds given for each species,
list of initial rectangular subspaces (the union of these subspaces forms the initial condition),
Büchi automaton representing an LTL property (this data is not needed for simulation).

An example of a simple three-species model representing a single biochemical reaction A + B →
C performed with rate 0.5 M −1 s−1 is showed in Figure 2. The respective mathematical model is

showed in Figure 3 on the left in the textual .bio format. For each variable there is specified the
equation as well as the list of real values representing individual threshold positions. The initial
condition is defined in this particular case by a single rectangular subspace: A ∈ h6, 10i, B ∈ h4, 6i,
and C ∈ h0.0001, 2i. The state space generated for this setting is depicted in Figure 3 on the right.
Figure 4 demonstrates visualisation features of BioDiVinE.

Fig. 2. A biochemical model specified in BioDiVinE GUI

VARS:A,B,C
EQ:dA = (-0.5)*A*B
EQ:dB = (-0.5)*A*B
EQ:dC = 0.5*A*B
TRES:A: 0.0001, 6, 10
TRES:B: 0.0001, 4, 6
TRES:C: 0.0001, 2, 4, 6
INIT: 6:10, 4:6, 0.0001:2

Fig. 3. A multi-affine ODE model and its state space generated by BioDiVinE

For model checking analysis, BioDiVinE relies on the parallel LTL model checking algorithms
of the underlying DiVinE library [5]. A given LTL formula is translated into a Büchi automaton
which represents its negation. That way the automaton represents the never claim property. The
automaton is automatically generated for an LTL formula and merged with the mathematical
model by divine.combine utility. An example of a model extended with a never claim property is
showed in Figure 5. In particular, the automaton specified in terms of DiVinE language represents
a never claim for the safety LTL formula G(A ≤ 10) expressing that concentration of species A
keeps under the given level.
For any multi-affine model extended with a never claim automaton as showed in Figure 5,
the parallel model checking algorithms can be directly called. We have performed several experiments [2] in order to show scaling of the algorithms when distributed on several cluster nodes.
Figure 6 shows scaling of model checking conducted on a simple model of a reaction network
representing a catalytic reaction scaled for different numbers of intermediate products.

Fig. 4. A visualisation of the state space in BioDiVinE GUI
VARS:A,B,C

TRES:A: 0.0001, 6, 10
TRES:B: 0.0001, 4, 6
TRES:C: 0.0001, 2, 4, 6

process LTL_property {
state q1, q2;
init q1;
accept q2;
trans
q1 -> q2 { guard A>10; },
q1 -> q1 {},
q2 -> q2 {};
}

INIT: 6:10, 4:6, 0.0001:2

system sync property LTL_property;

EQ:dA = (-0.5)*A*B
EQ:dB = (-0.5)*A*B
EQ:dC = 0.5*A*B

Fig. 5. A multi-affine model extended with a never claim automaton
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Fig. 6. Scaling of model checking algorithms on a homogeneous cluster
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Conclusion

In this poster abstract we have presented the tool BioDiVinE for parallel model checking analysis
of multi-affine ODE models. The tool currently supports rectangular abstraction of multi-affine
systems providing discrete (over)approximation of the continuous state space. Properties of the
model are specified in terms of LTL formulae. Parallel model checking algorithms can be used to
either find an example of a particular behaviour or to decide that certain property is satisfied by
all trajectories of the system starting at states given by particular initial conditions. The practicability of model checking is naturally limited by the level of overapproximation involved. Current
applications of BioDiVinE show its usage for analysis of safety properties.
For future work we aim to employ BioDiVinE for analysis of biological models developed in the
EC-MOAN project [13]. We also plan to improve the GUI in order to bring the tool closer to the
community of biologists.
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